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If a Hacker can break into global corporations and US government offices no one is immune from their reach. 
However, with some good precautions and careful housekeeping you can minimise the risk ever becoming a victim.

5 ways to secure your DVR from hackers...
1) Change the default password

Never ever leave your device on the default user name and password. This is an absolute recipe for disaster. 
Hackers can scan 1000s of IP addresses online every second seeking a response from default usernames and 
passwords. In time they will find yours if it is left vulnerable.  Use a long complex password with upper & lower 
case, numeric and symbolic characters and consider the items below.

2) Router security

If port forwarding from the public Internet, only forward the ports you use, do not forward unused ports. Try to 
avoid commonly scanned port numbers as hackers frequently scan for port 8000 when they look for DVRs, why not 
use a different port? our new MegaHero’s and MaxPix DVRs do not use port 8000.

Use a good quality firewall and router combination and then set it up for maximum protection. Many good quality 
firewalls allow you to restrict access from only known and approved MAC addresses. 
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Question: How can I keep my DVR safe and secure from 
hackers?   
Answer: Connecting any device to the Internet means you should always take good care to ensure your device 
is not compromised and used by Hackers. A DVR is no different to any other device and hackers do frequently 
target them.  
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A MAC address is a physical identifier and all network hardware such as DVRs, mobile phones, laptops and tablets 
has one. By setting up your firewall to only allow connections from mac addresses you trust (ie: your own phone, 
your own tablet, PC etc) you can significantly decrease the chance of a cyber attack on your DVR.

 

3) Virtual Private Networking (VPN) 

Creating a VPN to remotely access your home or office network is the best way to protect yourself. Although we are 
unable to offer support on how to do this, there are both hardware and software solutions available to achieve it 
but they can be difficult for beginners to implement so it is well worth contacting a network specialist for help and 
advice.

4) DVR security - the easiest way to be secure! 

Most alien DVRs allow you to lock individual user accounts to a specialised MAC address. Consider doing this 
for the admin account then create secondary user accounts for routine day-to-day access (lock these as well if 
you wish). With the admin account locked in this mannar a hacker has far less chance of guessing a secondary 
username and password. What is more important is that the secondary accounts have limited functionality and 
cannot gain access to the admin properties, so you keep control of your DVR!

5) DVR firmware

Upgrade your DVR to the latest firmware. There may be new security features in later DVR firmware releases to 
help counter evolving security threats. Check online at AlienDVR.com for any DVR firmware updates.

Be more aware of your cyber security. If you want to know more about networking DVRs and keeping them secure, 
why not book onto one of our low cost training courses. Details of the latest DVR Networking course content and 
dates can be found on our website.

Finally try not to store footage any longer than you really need to and don’t record anything you wouldn’t want your 
mother in law to see!

Resetting the admin password overleaf
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Locked out by an unknown or lost password?
Resetting the admin password
Contact your supplier/reseller (with the DVRs serial number) to discuss options for resetting a password. Recentmodel 
DVRs can be reset onsite with a password reset kit, older models must be returned for a workshop reset. 
Unplug its network cable, this will revent further network access whilst working on the unit. 

Recovering after a password reset
It’s important to secure your DVR after a password reset before it’s connected to the Internet again.

1. A password reset reverts the admin password to 12345
2. Logon using the admin account and navigate into the “setup” menu then “user” accounts. Check for and 

delete any account names you don’t recognise. ie: Those potentially added by a 3rd party. 
3. Change the admin password and consider lockig it to a specific MAC address of a device you own.
4. If the DVR will be exposed to public Internet and won’t be locked to a specific MAC address, ensure you use 

a long complex password. Consider Dymo-labelling the DVR with the password if its in a secure location. 
5. Create secondary user accounts for day-to-day access.

Be aware of whos accessing your network. 
Examine your inbound router logs regularly. these should show connection attempts from the Internet to your home 
or office network. Detailed logs will show the ports being targeted (not neccessarily limited to your DVR) and the 
originating extenal IP address. 
Logs can be extensive but forewarned is forearmed. 
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